Abstract. The design of an Extract -Transform -Load (ETL) workflow for the population of a Data Warehouse is a complex and challenging procedure. In previous work, we have presented an ontology-based approach to facilitate the conceptual design of an ETL scenario. In this paper, we elaborate on this work, by investigating the application of Natural Language (NL) techniques to the ETL environment and we present a flexible and customizable template-based mechanism for generating natural language representations for the ETL process requirements and operations.
Introduction
During the initial phases of a data warehouse (DW) design and deployment, one of the main challenges is the identification of the involved sources and the determination of appropriate inter-schema mappings and transformations from the data sources to the DW. To support this procedure, specialized tools, commonly referred to as ETL tools, have already been proposed [LuVT04, TrLu03, VaSS02] , while several commercial solutions already exist [IBM05, Info05, Micr05, Orac05] . However, the design part of these tools mainly focuses on the representation and modeling of the ETL processes. The identification of the required mappings and transformations is done manually, due to the lack of precise metadata, regarding the semantics of the data sources and the constraints and requirements of the DW.
In previous work, we argued that an ontology-based approach is suitable for capturing the information needed for the conceptual design of ETL processes [SkSi07a] . We addressed the issues of formally defining the semantics of the datastore schemata, by means of an appropriate application ontology, and the use of a reasoning process to infer correspondences between the sources and the DW. In this paper, we complement our previous effort having as outermost goal the use of the application ontology, as a common language, to produce a textual description of the requirements of an ETL process. Such descriptions in a comprehensive textual format facilitate both the communication among the involved parties and the overall process of design, implementation, maintenance, and documentation. We introduce a template-based technique to represent the semantics and the metadata of ETL processes as a narrative, based on information stored in the application ontology, which captures business requirements, documentation, and existing schemata. Our technique can be used for the customization and tailoring of reports to meet diverse information needs, as well as the grouping of related information to produce more concise and comprehensive output.
Due to space limitations, we refer the interested reader to the long version of the paper, for further details and examples [SkSi07b] .
Related Work
Conceptual design for ETL. Several approaches exist for the conceptual part of the design of ETL scenarios [LuVT04, TrLu03, VaSS02] . However, these approaches are concerned with the graphical design and representation of ETL processes. Existing commercial solutions facilitate the design of ETL workflows without providing any method for the automatic identification of the appropriate transformations according to the semantics of the datastores involved [e.g., IBM05, Info05, Micr05, Orac05].
Ontology translation. Due to the emergence of Semantic Web, there have been some recent efforts towards the generation of textual representations from ontologies [WiJo03, Wilc03, BoWi04, Bont05] . However, these constitute general-purpose ontology verbalizers, and therefore are agnostic of the types of classes, properties, and operations used in our approach to semantically describe datastores and infer correspondences among them. Thus, in our case, the resulting output would be rather verbose and redundant, failing to focus on the aspects of interest from the perspective of the ETL design task. It would also be more difficult to customize the output and achieve different levels of granularity according to specific information needs.
Application of NL in databases.
Our approach is different in that it is the first, as far as we are aware of, that employs NL techniques to ETL processes, to facilitate and clarify their design. Most of previous work deals with the generation of a well-formed model from the analysis of (un-)structured information: e.g., object oriented analysis model [IlOr05] and EER model [Buc+95, DuMe06, TjBe93, TsCY92] . Another research effort towards the application of NL techniques to facilitate the database design presents an automated database design system based on a naïve semantics ontology [StGU02] . Some of these results can be used for the construction of our global ontology from different sources. Research work regarding the validation of the model produced [MeML93, RoPr92] , although orthogonal to our effort, still can be used for the validation of the outcome of our work. Results on automatic documentation [BoWi04, ReML95] , ontology creation [Kof05] , and data cleaning [KeMe99, KeMe02] , are not directly applicable to our environment, mostly due to the existence of complex transformations (e.g., functions and aggregations) in the ETL processes, which cannot be resolved using simply linguistic techniques.
Using Ontologies for the Design of ETL Workflows
In this section, we briefly present previous results regarding an ontology-based conceptual design of ETL workflows, focusing only on the aspects directly related to current work. For a more detailed analysis, we refer the interested reader to [SkSi07a] .
First, a graph-based representation of the datastore schemata is employed, allowing different types of sources (e.g., relational, XML) to be handled in a uniform way. An appropriate application ontology is then constructed to resolve structural and semantic conflicts among the datastores. To allow for capturing the requirements and properties of the datastores, the ontology comprises the following:
− a set of classes C C , representing the concepts of interest in the application; − a set of properties P P , representing attributes or relationships between these concepts; − a set of classes C TP , used to denote the ranges of the properties in P P ; − three sets of classes, denoted by C TF , C TR and C TE , used to represent, respectively, different representation formats or units of measurements for the values of an attribute (e.g., different currencies), value intervals and sets of distinct values; − a property convertsTo, used to relate classes in C TF , indicating that a conversion from one format to another is possible; − finally, a set of classes C G and C TG are used to denote, respectively, aggregation functions (e.g., average, sum, count, max) and attribute values resulting from aggregation operations (e.g., average age, total cost).
The application ontology is represented as a graph, with a different visual notation for each type of classes and properties, to facilitate the tasks of creating, viewing and maintaining the ontology, as well as annotating the datastores. The datastores are annotated by specifying mappings from each datastore graph to the ontology graph. Based on these mappings, a defined class is automatically constructed and inserted in the ontology for each element in the datastore schema. The definition consists of a set of property restrictions applied on a primitive class, which are determined by the mappings. There are two types of property restrictions: value constraints, which have the form ∀P.C and restrict the range of the property when applied to a particular class, and cardinality constraints, which have one of the forms =nP, ≥nP or ≤nP and restrict the number of values the property can take. A class C used in a value restriction ∀P.C, may belong to one of the sets C TF , C TR , C TE , or C TG , indicating, respectively, that the values of this property have either a particular representation format or belong to a specified interval or set of values or result from an aggregation.
Based on the application ontology and the annotated datastore graphs, automated reasoning techniques infer correspondences and conflicts among the datastores, and identify relevant sources and propose conceptual operations for the population of DW.
Generating Reports for ETL Workflows Description
To derive reports for describing the datastores, transformations, and inter-attribute mappings involved in an ETL process, we exploit the structured nature of the ontology Table 1 TEXT(X) The textual description of entity X RANGE(P)
The class being the range of property P INTERVAL(C) The lower/upper bounds of the value interval specified by class C∈C TR ENUM(C) The list of members of class C∈C TE AGGR_FUNC(C) The class related to C∈C TG via the property "aggregates" AGGR_ATTR(C) The list of classes related to C∈C TG via the property "groups" PARSE_FLOW(W) The list of operations constituting a workflow W PARSE_OP(F) The type of operation F
PARAMS(F) The list of parameters of an ETL operation F SIZE(L)
The size of the list L and translate its content into a textual form. In particular, we provide a mechanism to verbalize two types of structures: − The class definitions in the ontology, which correspond to semantic descriptions of source or target schema elements. This information formally describes the characteristics of the datastores and is used to guide the construction of the ETL process, as well as to verify that the proposed mappings and operations meet the initial requirements. A textual form of this information, instead of a symbolic expression in a formal language, assists the reading and understanding of the properties of the sources and their comparison to the target requirements. − The generic operators proposed as an outcome of our approach [SkSi07a] .
Similarly, a textual description of the conceptual transformations required makes it easier for the involved parties to validate the design and to generate reports and documentation regarding the activities taking place.
Templates. We follow a template-based technique to exploit the well-defined structure of the ontology and the well-formed results of the reasoner, providing a comprehensive, flexible and easily customizable mechanism for generating textual representations. A template is a piece of text written using a typical template language, including variables, directives, built-in functions and macros. The text may also contain HTML tags, so that highly formatted output can be produced. Next, we present the elements of our template language.
Variables. A variable is denoted by its name preceded by the symbol $. When the template is processed by the template engine, each variable is replaced by its corresponding value.
Directives. A set of directives is provided to allow for a high degree of flexibility in specifying templates. Specifically, the directives #set, #if / #elseif / #else, and #foreach are provided to set the value of a parameter, allow conditional output and iterate through a list of objects, respectively. Notice also that the standard arithmetic, logic and comparison operators are supported.
Functions.
A set of built-in functions is available to the template designer for retrieving the information of interest to include in the output (for a no finite set see Table 1 ). The usual arithmetic and string manipulating functions are also supported.
Macros. Macros facilitate the creation of templates, by allowing simpler templates to be reused, customized, extended or even combined with each other to create ones that are more complex. A macro is defined for each type of restriction occurring in the definition of a class, as well as for each different type of ETL operator, to specify the textual description of that element. Another common use for macros is to specify how the elements of a list should be rendered.
An example template for rendering the definition of a class is structured as follows: where HEAD, PARSE_DEF and PARSE_RES are provided built-in functions, while HEADER, EXACT_CARD and MIN_CARD are macros for rendering, the head of the definition, and exact and minimum cardinality restrictions. For example, given the definition of a sample datastore containing information about products: With more elaborated templates and built-in functions that group together elements of the same type, more concise outputs may be generated:
...It has exactly 1 product id, has exactly 1 price, of type dollars, and belongs to exactly 1 category...
Other typical cases are, for instance, to verbalize the first n operations of the workflow or the operations concerning a specific property. The later case is especially useful to track the transformations occurring on a specific attribute throughout the workflow. Another practical case is to list groups of order-equivalent transformations to help the administrator to design the execution order of an ETL workflow [Simi05] .
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have investigated the application of NL techniques to the ETL environment. We have presented a comprehensive, flexible, and easily customizable template-based mechanism for generating textual descriptions of the requirements of an ETL process and documenting automatically both the semantics of the datastores and the generic conceptual operations required to compose an ETL design.
As far as future work is concerned, we already have some preliminary results on using our ontology-based framework to deal with the evolution of ETL designs.
